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CASIO presents Privia PX-S1000 digital piano in red

PX-S1000RD

Norderstedt/ Nashville, 18 July 2019 – To mark Privia’s fifteenth anniversary, CASIO is

extending its PX-S series to include another digital piano model which will leave a lasting

impression: the PX-S1000. This model will also be available in luminescent red from your

music shop in the future. Visitors to Summer NAMM in Nashville (18 to 20 July) will be the

very first to have the chance to peek at the new addition to the Privia series.

With the new PX-S models, CASIO has returned to its original Privia concept of a piano for

personal use, which people can easily use at home, even if rooms are small. The PX-S1000

is the most compact digital piano in the world and unites purist design with a beautiful sound.

The new PX-S1000 in red is not only an outstanding digital piano, but also a real eye-catcher

both on stage and at home, where it can give a unique touch.
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Overview of the PX-S1000’s top features:

PX-S1000

 Slim design
 New hammer action: Smart Scaled Hammer Action Keyboard
 Bluetooth Audio
 18 sounds
 „Chordana Play for Piano“ App-connection
 MIDI Recorder
 USB TO HOST, LINE OUT & AUDIO IN connection
 New loudspeaker system: 8 W + 8 W
 Battery power supply possible
 Only 11,2 kg
 Optional: CS-68 stand, 3-pedal unit SP-34, piano carrying bag SC-800P

Optional accessories for the PX-S1000RD:

The CS-68 stand in black is ideal when the piano has a permanent place. The SP-34 triple

pedal unit can be quickly connected to the PX-S1000. The practical protective piano

carrying case SC-800 with backpack straps ensures carrying comfort on the way to a gig or

rehearsal.

CS-68 SP-34 SC-800

The PX-S1000 in red will be available from autumn 2019.

About Privia

The Privia digital piano series was developed in 2000s with the aim of providing users with

the advantages of a piano in a compact case while also offering an attractive price. CASIO

also sought to improve the digital piano’s performance in terms of sound and piano touch.

The first Privia, the PX-100, was launched onto the market in October 2004. Since then, the

Privia series has produced a lasting, positive effect on development of the digital piano

market. CASIO is setting yet another significant milestone in 2019 with its new PX-S models.
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High-resolution photo material can be downloaded here:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/607zmu3cn9hj1oa/AAApBmeKz7PS2s_jGXnuX3d0a?dl=0

More information about CASIO Music Europe

www.casio-music.com

CASIO COMPUTER CO., LTD
The company CASIO COMPUTER CO., LTD is one of the leading manufacturers of electronic consumer goods.
The company was founded in 1957 and since then has been constantly striving to fulfil the company motto of
"creativity and contribution". Casio's product range today consists of watches, digital cameras, electronic
dictionaries, calculators, musical instruments, projectors, mobile phone terminals, cash register systems and
more.


